Abstract:

Lucy Robertson began her PhD at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design (DJCAD) at the University of Dundee in January 2017, funded through a DJCAD Studentship. She is supervised by Dr Chris Lim and Professor Wendy Moncur. Dr Sara Robertson - who was integral to the conceptualisation, instigation and initial supervision of this PhD research - is now an Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Dundee.

Sonic Textiles for health and wellbeing outlines a PhD study using textiles as an interface for sound applied within health and wellbeing.

We use textiles for protecting our bodies, helping keep us warm or stay cool in different environments. They are sensory objects, that can engage our sight, touch, sense of smell and even our hearing. In the past textile designers have considered the sensual aspects of their designs, mainly focusing on the inherent visual and tactile qualities. Over the last few years the addition of sound to textiles within research and design can be seen in the work of Cathy Treadaway and Cute Circuit. Technology is easily integrated within textiles with components becoming smaller and more sophisticated. Sabine Seymour suggests that audio could become central to the success of smart clothes (Lipsky, 2014). This study will investigate adding to the natural qualities of textiles through the addition of sound creating sonic textiles.

The purpose of this study is triple layered; (1) it looks to encourage and share the making of sensory and sonic textiles, (2) it investigates how making affects our identity while (3) gaining a better understanding of what affect sensory and sonic textiles can have on health and wellbeing.
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Overview
Sonic Textiles for health and wellbeing outlines a PhD study using textiles as an interface for sound applied within health and wellbeing.

We use textiles for protecting our bodies, helping keep us warm or stay cool in different environments. They are sensory objects that can engage our sight, touch, sense of smell and even our hearing. In the past, textile designers have considered the sensual aspects of their designs, mainly focusing on the inherent visual and tactile qualities. Over the last few years the addition of sound to textiles within research and design can be seen in the work of Cathy Treadaway and Cute Circuit. Technology is easily integrated within textiles with components becoming smaller and more sophisticated. Sabine Seymour suggests that audio could become central to the success of smart clothes (Lipsky 2014). This study will investigate adding to the natural qualities of textiles through the addition of sound creating sonic textiles.

The purpose of this study is triple layered; (1) it looks to encourage and share the making of sensory and sonic textiles, (2) it investigates how making affects our identity while (3) gaining a better understanding of what affect sensory and sonic textiles can have on health and wellbeing.

Introduction
Through the making of sonic textiles, research through practice will combine conductive material, sound design and aesthetics to make an auditory experience and inform textile designers how to enhance their work by adding sound. These sonic textiles will be tested to investigate the impact they can have on health and wellbeing within society.

Alongside the creation of sonic textiles, this PhD is looking to explore identity through making. What makes us who we are? For example, learning crochet from your Great Granny, making memories through photography or experimenting with cooking, people ‘make’ every day. A strand of this research will explore how ‘making’ forms an individual’s sense of self.

Smart Textiles for Health and Wellbeing

There are a number of designers and studios using smart textiles to push the boundaries of fashion and exploring the possibilities of technology within textile design. These explorations and applications have resulted in textile-related wearables such as Cute Circuit’s LED garments that play with communication through textiles (Mayer 2016) and Helen Storey’s Catalytic clothing, used for air purification (Storey and Ryan 2016). In an interview with Forbes magazine, Rebeccah Pailes-Friedman, a professor at Pratt Institute and author on smart textiles and wearable technologies, said: ‘what makes smart fabrics revolutionary is that they have the ability to do many things that traditional fabrics cannot, including
communicate, transform, conduct energy and even grow’ (Gaddis 2014). An example of this is Studio Roosegaarde’s Intimacy 2.0 Dress which is made from leather and ‘smart e-foils’. The transparency of the garment is controlled by the wearers’ heartbeat; this high-tech approach has allowed the garment to become part of the body by listening and responding to internal functions (Roosengaarde 2011). Roosengaarde’s Intimacy 2.0 Dress and on body robots such as Adam Whitton’s ZipperBot that zips up your coat and Kino ‘a kinetic accessory system which enables both aesthetic and functional clothing-specific design possibilities’ (Kao 2017) are blurring the line between computer and man, creating cyborg like wearables. Cyborg activist Neil Harbisson’s antenna allows him to ‘listen to colour’; this antenna is arguably a wearable, but when does wearing a device make us a cyborg (Harbisson 2012)? On body devices are becoming part of our day to day lives and extend how we define our identity, for example Tien Pham’s colour-changing LED temporary eyelashes F.Lashes allow us to make a fashion statement through wearable fast fashion technology (Pham 2017). Hsin-Liu (Cindy) Kao, currently a PhD student at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Media Lab looking at Hybrid Body Craft states in a paper about one of her projects NailO ‘In ways, people have started to view on-body devices as extensions of self’ (Kao 2015). NailO and Duoskin developed by Kao et al (2016) at MIT Media Lab use the existing trend of temporary beauty enhancements through tattoos and nail art to truly integrate technology, decoration and function with the body.

The making of textiles is deeply rooted within our history and sense of identity; a quilt can contain many memories and act as a protective layer both mentally and physically (Gordon 2011). We use textiles for protecting our bodies, helping keep us warm or stay cool in different environments, and our clothing and fabric already connect with our feelings and outlook on life. Hajo Adam and Adam D. Galinsky (2012) call this ‘enclothed cognition’ the systematic influence that clothes have on the wearer’s psychological processes, memory, decision-making and emotion.

Textiles and Sound

This study focuses on how textiles, technology, design and sound can come together to create sensory experiences, applied within health and wellbeing. Alyce Santoro’s work is an example of textiles enhanced using sound, her project Sonic Fabric is made from woven audio cassette tape that produces sound when a tape head is run over the material (Santoro 2003).

A talk during the London Design Festival in 2012 hosted by Wired Magazine and Be Open highlighted five different approaches to sound design. The most interesting of these was the question ‘how we can make the world sound better?’ Speaking at this event, Matthew Herbert suggested ‘if every car engine produced a sound in the note of G, daily commutes could be a lot kinder on our hearing’ (Herbert 2012). Valerie Trent writes ‘designing the sound one hears is as important as the sounds you don’t’ (Trent, 2011), suggesting that in the past, designers have worked on how to block out the sound from their designs but are now instead looking at how to enhance it. The idea that sound does not have to be intrusive – making our world sound better could be important in the future of design for our general wellbeing and happiness.
**Approach**

This PhD’s research through practice looks to create a series of experimental sonic textiles by exploring a range of traditional and contemporary textile design techniques integrated with conductive materials and electronics.

By documenting the making of sonic textiles, this research hopes to encourage others to combine traditional textile making methods with the incorporation of sound. Kits will be created for designers and makers to build their own sonic textiles allowing the process of working with textiles, electronics and sound to be captured and shared through making.

Within the context of health and wellbeing, sonic textile prototypes will be tested in parallel with co-design workshops, ethnography, and action research. These research methods will highlight the need for design solutions, provide a deeper understanding of problems to be addressed, evaluate the findings of prototypes through engagement with society, and refine the making of sonic textiles. This iterative design process will continue throughout the study.

**The making of sonic textiles**

Ongoing initial experiments working with conductive material, using the Bare Conductive Touch Board and the Ototo board, have allowed an initial three themes within sonic textile design to be explored: *Language, Maps and Traditional Conductive Materials*.

*Language*: Through research into identity, language was identified as a major factor in defining who we are; what language/s you speak, what accent you have, how you interpret language and what slang or local words you use. Bonnie Norton wrote in her chapter *Language and Identity* in the book *Sociolinguistics and Language Education* ‘Everytime we speak, we are negotiating and renegotiating our sense of self in relation to the larger social world and recognizing that relationship across time and space’ (Norton 2010). How we represent ourselves to the world can be shaped by the language we use or don’t use. A collection of ‘BRAW’ (Figure 1) prototypes looks at how language, spelling and letters of the alphabet can be expressed through textiles is in development. Using conductive ink on paper ‘Braw’ (a Scottish slang word meaning fine or excellent (Oxford Dictionary 2017)) was written, when each letter is touched the Bare Conductive Touch Board speaks the letter. 3D textile letters were then made into sensors using conductive ink on fabric allowing the user to physically pick up and squeeze the letter to trigger the sound. This could be used to teach language, recognize different dialect and regional identities, remember words or read with the assistance of sound.

*Maps*: This theme was identified through taking part at Dundee Gov Jam 2017, where methods such as service design, journey mapping and interviews were used to understand how Dundee sounds to the people who live there. The group focusing on noise concentrated on the idea of crowdsourcing sounds from around Dundee to collect sonic data that affects the health and wellbeing of the residents. This has resulted in the concept of making a visual soundscape in conductive textiles to pair with city sounds, recreating the experience of being in a specific place or space within Dundee (Figure 2).
Conductive Traditional Material: Inspired by textile traditions and history, conventional textile techniques such as knitting, weave, printing and dry felting have been combined with conductive materials such as fibres, fabrics and inks to create Conductive Traditional Materials. These textiles, when connected to the Bare Conductive touch board or Ototo board, become sensors to create sound (Figure 3).

Significance/ Application

This PhD will focus on how sonic textiles could be used to enhance health and wellbeing. The New Economics Foundation (NEF) has highlighted ‘Health’ and ‘Wellbeing’ as two of the indicators of national success alongside ‘Good Jobs’, ‘Environment’, and ‘Fairness’. The awareness of the impact wellbeing has on our general health has grown within our living, working and learning environments. According to the NEF 2015 report ‘The last decade has seen a resurgence of interest in the idea that policy should be focused on wellbeing, based on a comprehensive academic evidence-base showing that it is possible to measure wellbeing in a robust way, and that the results are highly relevant to a large number of policy areas.’ (Jeffrey and Michaelson 2015) NEF’s Five Ways to Wellbeing document highlights the cumulative organisations with a wellbeing approach, such as Action for Happiness, Happy City, and the Network of Wellbeing; and the adoption of wellbeing frameworks such as NEF’s Five Ways to Wellbeing (Aked et al. 2008).

This study is currently considering health and wellbeing of those living with dementia, and/or, a sensory impairment, and their carers. There are 850,000 people with dementia in the UK (Green 2017). By 2026, 1 million people will be living with dementia, and the total UK annual spending on dementia care is projected to reach £35 billion (Kings Fund 2012). This rapid increase in numbers living with dementia will, in turn, have a significant impact on individuals, families and society (Tredaway et al 2015). Concerning sensory impairments, in the UK, more than eleven million people have some form of hearing loss (Action On Hearing Loss 2015) and over two million are living with sight loss (RNIB 2014). Sensory loss and dementia conditions present both a challenge and an opportunity for designers who hope to enhance health and wellbeing through their practice particularly as the UK is facing a rapidly ageing population.

Textiles and design for Dementia

Textiles have been used as a vehicle to understand dementia and tell the story of those diagnosed with the disease. Lucy Stride from Falmouth University’s project ‘Dorothy’s Dementia Diary’ illustrates moments of her grandmother’s behaviour and how dementia affected her family (Craftivist Collective 2016). The use of sonic textiles to tell people’s stories could be used to help raise awareness of dementia and the effect it has on families, for example 2017 graduate of textile design at DJCAD, Mairi- Claire MacDonald’s project ‘Materialising Memories’ captures her Grandpa’s stories and memories. By using cushions printed with conductive ink touch sensors, she brings together imagery of Dundee with sounds of the streets, people and traffic allowing the public to experience her Grandpa’s memories through sound (Robertson 2017). Through the stories and memories of those living with dementia, Cathy Treadaway used the Bare Conductive Touch Board in her work to create personalised sensory textiles incorporating sound, touch and haptics which stimulated
the recall of their memory (Treadaway 2016). This type of project starts to engage the public in thinking about dementia and the possible impact it has on wider society. Through this PhD, sonic textiles could act as an interface for public engagement in the area of dementia.

**Textiles and design for sensory impairment**

Wearables can aid our sensory experience of the world and provide a sense of independence for the wearer. Researchers Bahadir, Koncar, and Kalaoglu developed a ‘Smart shirt for obstacle avoidance for visually impaired persons’ using sensors and textiles to create a tactile solution allowing the user to move around independently without bumping into hazards. (Bahadir, Koncar, and Kalaoglu 2016). Another example ‘Sound Shirt’ by Cute Circuit (Mayer 2016) helps those hard of hearing, enabling them to ‘hear’ an orchestra through vibration and light incorporated in the shirt. The addition of sound to traditional textiles could enhance the user’s understanding of the world through their senses.

**What’s next?**

Through practice the initial making and prototyping of sonic textiles will be continued, building on current themes of language, maps and conductive traditional materials.

Interviews will be planned, participants recruited and ethics put in place. After interviews, focus groups will then be formed and prototypes tested by participants. The outcomes of these initial workshops will shape the future of the study. As the research progresses the outline is likely to change to reflect new knowledge and learning gained. Further reading is required in the areas of e-textiles, textiles for dementia, textiles for sensory impairment, and design for health and wellbeing.

**Closing notes**

This paper has outlined a current PhD study where contemporary and traditional textile techniques with conductive materials and technology are combined to make sonic textiles for health and wellbeing. Through practice and the creation of a sonic textiles kit, this study will engage and collaborate with designers and makers. Alongside the creation of sonic textiles, this PhD is looking to explore identity through making and the influence making has on the individual’s sense of self. Using a variety of methodologies such as making, active research, ethnography and co-design, this study will recruit participants to gain a deeper understanding of people’s experience within health and wellbeing while testing and evaluating the success of sonic textiles.
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**Figures**
**Figure 1.** BRAW printed in conductive ink attached to the Bare Conductive Touch Board.
**Figure 2.** Map of Dundee Soundscape concept attached to Ototo Board.
**Figure 3.** Woven, knitted and crochet samples integrated with conductive materials to create sensors.
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